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Evidence is presented for three new, light neptunium isoto;)es 

formed by deuteron bombardment of u233 , u235, and u238 • Np231 has a 

half-life of ca. 50 minutes emitting alpha particles of 6.28 Mev 

energy. An upper limit of 100 may be placed on the electron capture/ 

alpha emission decay I' at io fl Np233 de cays predominantly by e lee tron 

233 capture with a 3 5 minute half-life. Np has an alpha decay half-

life of three years with alpha pa-·ticles of 5.55 Mev energy. A 13-

minute x-ray period indicating electron capture is attributed to 

Np232e Alpha-particles from Np232 have not been positively observed. 

Approxlinate cross sections for formation of various neptunium 

isotopes by (d,xn) reactions at 15-100 Mev are calculated. At least 

as many as nine neutrons may be ejected. The cross sections are low, 

of the order of lo-3 barn by reason of fission competition. The (d,n) 

reaction remains prominent at all bombardins energies suggesting that 

stripping of the proton from the deuteron with low excitation is the 

principal reaction mechanism. The total cross section for formation 

of neptunium isotopes cl.oes not seem to chan:~e much with ~.arger bombard-

ing energy, althouch oth~r spallation reactions become prominent. From 

a qualitative kinetic pictu~e it is concluded that the large spallatim 

yields involvinG emission of cha11 ged particles a:C'e fox'med mainly at 

the expense of fission whereas the total neptunium yield 1s not creatly 

dependent on deuteron energy over the range 15-100 Mev. Np231 could 

not be formed in yield comparable to that for the heavier isoto9es 

indicating that fission competition is markedly greater at low mass 

numbers. 
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The Isotopes of Neptunium 

1. B. Hagnusson 
Radiation Laboratory, University of 

Berkeley, California 

I. Introduction 

A new fielc'., that of the transur•anium, synthetic elements, was 

opened with the discovery of an 'isotope of neptunium, element 93, by 

I"1ci1illan and Abelson in 1939 .. 1 '
2 

Through its propert~y of decay by B--

particle emission, this isotope, mass number 239, re.tains unique im

portance in the transmutation of macro amounts of u238 to elements of 

highex• atomic number. FollowinG the di scove:ry of Np2 39 and concur-

rently with investigations of other transu':"anium isotopes, a rapid 

advance in knowledge of the radio-properties of neptunium isotopes 

was made during the next several years. By 1945 six neptunium isotopEB 

were known ancl. well characterized. More recently, evidence has been 

obtained fOl1 three new, very light neptunium isotopeso 

A necessary preliminary achievement was the determination of 

some of the chemical properties of neptunium so that it could be 

sepai'ated from other elements, pa:eticularly its neighbors, uranium 

and plutonium. On the basis of chemical properties Sea.borg, McMillan, 

\'Iahl, and ICennedy3 ' 4 thus were able to identify a two day beta emi ttel'"' 

as a new neptunium isotope formed in deuteron bombardments. of uranium. 

h . t f 38 d b . 1 , . ~ t . . 5 ' 6 
T e mass assJ.gnmen o 2 was prove y y1e c~ consJ.Ctera J.ons. 

' A very long-lived, al)ha-particle emitting neptunium isotope was 

found a year later, 7 Np237, formed by the B-decay of u237. Np2 37 has 

been produced in macro amounts and hence J.s the most important 

isotope for chemical studies of the element.., 
8

' 
9 

The possibilities for 

producing lighter neptunium isotopes from uranium were virtually 
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eyJlausted at this point since the 16 Mev deuterons of the 60-inch 

~ Berkeley cyclotron were not enereetic enough to knock out more tban 

three neutrons in a (d, xn) type r•eaction on u 238 
o D··;uteron bombru."d-

.. 

. · 

235 
ment of U was expected to produce light neptunium isoto;,Jes but the 

small abunc1.ance of u
235

(less than 1%) in natural uranium Pl'ccluded any 

identification of the products over the background activity of the 

he a vier ne·ptunium isotopes produced fr am u 2 38 • 

Milligram quantities of u233 and u
235 

became available in 1944 

and lighter neptunium isotopes uere soon pl"oduced in cyclotron bombard-

t J Fl . H k. l "'h· 10 . 1 t" r· d ·r 236 N 235 men s. ames, ~ or~n, op ~ns, anc. l7. ~orso ~c en l...:~e 1\P , p , 

and Np234 as products of deuteron bombardments of u 235 .. Np234 was 

233 
also made by deuteron bombardment of U and its mass assignment 

confirmed by neutron fission measurements of the uranium daughter.ll 

Since the initial discoveries, a variety of means of production have 

been observed • 

At the beginninG (June, 1948) of the research reported in this 

papel", qualitative trends in s::ability with mass number and the 

radiation characteristics of the neptunium isotopes were clearly ap-

'parent3 Neptunium exhibits the seneral instability of heavy clements 

of oc:ld Z, only one configuration of m.1cleons, that in Np237, being 

stable toward both electron capture and 8- decay. Neptunium isotopes 

with mass nurnbers above 237 are 8- unstable, and those with mass 

numbers below 236 are unstable to electron capture. Np236 decays by 

B- emission. 

VJe can obtain little information fi•om these data, however, about 

the effect of mass nurnber on the energies and half-lives for decay by 

alpha-particle emission. The neutron deficient isotopes Np234 and 
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};o alpha partie le s 

from Np234 have been observed. James reports that !\Tp2 35 has an alpha 

branchlnS decay of about 0.1%.12 The corresponding half-life for 

decay by al)ha-particle emission of about 103 years, compared to the 

2 .x 106 year half-life for Np237 indicates that the alpha half-lives 

may shorten r•apidly with decreasing mass number. It is of :i.nterest to 

determine whether the alpha decay process becomes sufficiently rapid 

'::ith decl"'easing mass number to compete with the rates of decay by 

electron captureo The energy measurement of an alpha decay process, 

moreover, can be made unambiguously in contrast to electron dec~ 

processes.. \'Jork in this laboratory has revealed new systematic trends 

in alpha decay ener6ies with mass number and it seemed likely that 

studies of light neptunium isoto)es would yield adC.itional informa

tion.l5 

The isotopes Np232 and Np233 had undoubtecUy been produced in 
ll 

the 22 Mev deuteron bombardment of u233 but had not been idontified. 

The half-lives were thought to be too .short for detection or possibly 

so close to that of Np236 , Np238, or Np239 as to escape resolution. 

This dissertation will report results obtained from deuteron 

MeV Of u
233

, u 235 and bombardments at energies ranging from 15-100 u 

238' 233 232 
U • Data have been obta:'.ned for three new isotopes, Np , Np , 

and Np231 • Relative yields for all the neptunium isotopes have been 

determined for a number of the bombardments. New information on the 

radiations of Np2 37 and pa233 will be pre sen tee'.. The chemical ano. 

radiometric methods employe.d ro"'e discussed in sections V and VI. 
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Appreciable yields of protactinitun isoto:~es from the (d,xn) 

type reaction, in Which as many as seven neutrons were ejected, on 

Th232 with very high energy deuterons in the 184-inch cyclotron
14 

suggested that similar bombardment of uran:1.um might give significant 

yields of light nc~tuniumso 

A process for e::ctracting radioactively pure neptunium vvi thin an 

hoUI' or two after the end of bombardment '"'as devised and appl5_od to a 

sol"'' i es of 100 !1ev deuteron bombardments of natural urani um(met al) .. 

The neptunium fractions from those bombardments contained short-lived 

alpha activity. Examination of the neptunium with tho alpha pulse 

analyzer il'lithin a few minutes after puri..'ication revealed a new alpha 

activity with an alpha energy of about 6 .. 3 Mev. Pulse analyses at 

int9rvals, furthermore, revealed the g:eowth of an al)ha decay chain or 

series which was recognized as the series of shol"'t-livod alpha emit-

ters14 following the alpha decay of Pa227 .. The following series was 

indicated: 

Np23l ~ Pa227 a ) Ac223 

Bi2ll a >- Tl207 ~ Pb207 

a , Fr219 
/ 

Tho parent-daughter relationship of Np231 and Pa227 was confirmed by 

repeated chemical separations of protactinium from tho neptunium and 
227 measurement of the 38-minuto decay of Pa in the protactinium frac-

tion.. The half-life of the Np23l parent was estimated to be of the 

order of one hour. 

No alpha activity attributable to Np2 32 and Np233 was observed in 

these bombardments. The electron and olectromasnetic radiation seemed 
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to be entir•ely from the neptunium isotopes of mass number greater 

than 233. Th0re was so much Geic;c:r activity f::.~om the heaviel"' nep-

.. tunium, in fact, that ionization caused by electrons and electro

magnetic radiation interfered with the alpha pulse analyses of Np231 • 

The relatively small numbers of alpha counts from Np23l also suggested 

that the (d,7n), (d,8n), and (d,9n) reaction yields fro~ u238 were 

. . 

very low. Increasj_ng the energy of the deuteron did not seem to 

improve tho yields of the light neptuniums relativ? to tho heavy ones. 

B. Alpha energy of Np23l 

Deuteron bombardments at 45-100 Mev of u235 gave improved 

' yields of Np23l by the (d,6n) reaction .. Figure l shows alpha pulse 

analysis data for the neptunium fraction at 9, 21, and 55 minutes aftEr 

separation from protactinium. A collimator was placed over the sample 

for the 21 and 55 minute readings to Give sharper• definition of the 

peaks. The growth of Pa227 and its daughters to equilibrium with the 

Np 231 is clearly apparent. Sepa:;.~a te peaks for p 227 p 223 and a ' ~c ' 
211 

Bi are not obsel~ved since tho energies al"'e about equal and the in-

strument was set at a low resolving power to bring the entire series 

within the register range. Fig e 2 shows one of the best resolutions 

of Np 231 p 227 Ac223, and B.2ll Tho Fr219 and At215 beyond ' a ' J. 0 are 

ranee covered by the instrument in this run. The energies of the 

alpha particles from Pa227 and Ac223 are 6.46 and 6.64 l'Te v, re spec-

tively.l4 From these data the energy of the alpha particle from 
231 

Np is 6.28 Mev. 

thG 
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The presence of its daughters by alpha C..ecay obviously compli

cates measurement of the half-life of Np 231 • The geometry and resolu

tion of the alpha pulse analyzer, moreover, proved usually to be too 

uncertain and variable to r:ermit follovling thedecay of Np231 peak 

directly in the presence of !tear equilibrium amounts of the daughters. 
231 

. The best half-life values wore obtained by pulse analyzing for Np 
I 

in aliquots freshly purified from protactinium. The aliquot size 

was determined by pulse analyzing the samples for the Np237 tracer 

used in all runs. In some cases, small amounts of u234 and u235 con-

tamination from the original target were present. 
234 

Since U and 

Np237 ha~e nearly the same alpha enerc;ies, the Np237 tracer content 

of these sam)les could not be determined accurat·ely from pulse analy-

sis. An internal tracer stancard was therefore used, as an addition

al check, namely the Np236 always p1•oduced in the u
235 

bombardments. 

Accurate ratios of the neptunium contents of counting plates from the 

same bombardment could be obtained from individual pulse analyses for 
236 

Pu on each of the plates-after complete decay of the Np236. 

Figure 3 (lines A and B) is a comparative semilog plot of the Np23lj 

tracer ratio decays obtained for Np231 samples from two different 

Jombardments. L~.ne C is data on the decay of Np
231 

measured in the 

presence of rlaughters by a sex•ies of pulse analyses which hac1. unusual-

ly good resolution (as in Fig. 2). The slope of the lines is a meas

ure of the Np231 half-life, the absolute values of the 1~tios having 

no si8nificance. Included in the fi~ure is an observed decrease in 

227 Np
23l 

recoil Pa activity from an sample(line C). The half-life of 

Np231 is ~· 50 minutes. 
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Np2 31 is undoubtedly unstable to e lee tl'on cap tu'"e. The x-radia-

tion characteristic of this process has not been directly observed. 

The daughter of Np231 electron capture decay is u23l, ·which also de-

cays by electron captu:~e vvith a 4 day half-life. The determination 

of the percent of Np231 electron capture decay by measurement of the 

number of u 231 daughter atoms is accordingly very insensitive due to 

the low counting efficiency of x-rays, the .factor of 102 for the 

relative half-lives, and, as will be seen later, the low yields of 

Np23l. A neptunium fraction was milked for u 231 with u 233 tracer• 

after complete decay of the Np
231

• The Geiger activity in the 

uranium fr·action was only a little above counter background and v1as 

not positively identified as u 231
e The poor sensitlvity of the 

method allows us only to place an upper lir·i t of 6 x 102 on the 

·· electron capture/alpha emission decay ratio from these data. From 

yield considerations an upper limit of ~· 102 is placed on the 

electron capture/alpha emission disintegration ratio. 

III. The Isotone Np233. 

A. Production, half-life, and radiations. 

No alpha particles from neptunium isoto~es other than those from 

231 33 35 Np were detected in u2 and u2 bombardments 'Nith 45-100 Mev 

deuterons. Geiser activity of 35 minutes half-life Wf!..S observed, 

however. The 35 minute activity was proved to follow Np23? quanti

tatively throu3h the LaF 3,ether extraction, and TTA separations des

cribed in section V, and had the radiations expected for an isotope 

decaying by electron capture. Figure 4 shows decay curves for a 

sample of the 35-minute activity obtained from a u
233 

bombardment. 

The re la ti vely large abundance of e le ctromac;netic radiation is 
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evident from the counting rates throuch the beryllium absorbers. 

Absorption data with lead absorbers indicated roughly that the ener-

gies of the electroma3netic radiations ranted from 10-120 kev as 

expected for the uranium K and 1 ~radiations resulting from an 

electron capture process in a neptunium isotope. 

Many absorption and decay measurements of the neptunium Geiger 

activ:t.ties of half-lives greater than 50 minutes showed that all 

racliations observed could be accounted for on the basis of the known 

isotopes with mass numbers greater than 233a The u233 and u 235 

/ 233 
used in the bombarCl.ment s contained of the order of 5;a U so the. 

heavier neptuniums were always formed. 

A preliminary assie;nment of the 35-minute activity was made on 

the basis of four assumptions~ The first vms that the activity was 

a new isotope and not an isomer of a known one. 'l1he second was that 

the activity was either Np2 32 or Np233·, later confirmed by bombard-

men ts at lower energy. The third and fourth assumptions requj_:;_-..ed 

that one L x-ray with a countint:; efficiency of 2~s be emitted per 

disintegration. The uranium daughter was carefully milked from a 

large sample of the 35-minute activity after complete decay. If the 

parent were Np 232 , ~ 3 alpha counts/minute of u232 should have 

been found; whereas, if the parent were Np233, no counts would 

be detectable because of the long half-life of,u233 • A limit of less 

than one count minute -l of u 232 was established by this determina-

233 tion, so the 35-minute activity is assi~~ned to Np • 

The 35-minute activity was formed in larger yield by bombard

ment of u 233 with 15 Mev deuterons in the 60-inch cyclotron. At 
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this energy the al~ha particles of Np231 were not observed, so the 

(d,4n) reaction does not occur, in accord with the behavior10 of 

u238. To provide additional chemical proof that the 35 minute 

activity is a neptunium isotope, a different isolation procedure was 

used, consisting of the zirconium phosphate, ether extraction, and 

resin column separations(cf. section V). To characterize better the 

35-minute radiations,many decay and absorption measurements were 

taken. Figure 5 indicates the large amount of electromagnetic radia-

tion· in the x-ray energy region. The upper curve showa the decay in 

counting rate of the radiations penetrating 1.5 gram/em~ of beryl-

lium, while the lower curve shows the counting rate of the same 

sample through 1. 5 gram/cm2 of beryllium plus 155 mg/cm2 of lead. 

The beryllium absorber alone stops all electrons, about half the L 

x-rays (10-20 kev) of urani1un and very little of the more energetic 

electromagnetic radiation. The beryllium plus lead combination 

stops all the L x-rays and about half the K x-rays so the difference 

between the beryllium and beryllium plus lead counting rates is a 

measure of the amount of x-ray activity. The gap in data after 1-1/2 

hours was caused by two successive Geiger counter failures so the 

long -lived tails were measured with a diffe,....ent counter but Yli th 

identical geometrical arran0emento The possible difference in count-

ing efficiency introduces an uncertainty in half-life resolution but 

the curves indicate at least one short period of cao 35 minutes. 

The decay in counting rate of the same sample through 1.5 gm/cm2 

of beryllium plus l gm/cm2 of lead is given in figure 6. The 

activity measured in this case, principally electromagnetic radiation 
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Fig. 6 Short-lived neptunium gamma radiation. 1.483 gm/cm2 beryllium plus 
1 gm/cm2 lead. Same time scale as Fig. 5. 
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of energy greater than 200 kev, decays in large part with a half-

life much shorter than 35 minutes. This gamma decay sug.:_;e sted the 

presence of Np232 with a shorter half-life than that of Np233. 

The data are not precise enough for resolution of two short periods. 

The decay in gross activity, measured with no ab~orber other 

than the counter window, is plotted in figure 7. Tho sample counting 

rates have been normalized to the same neptunium content as the 

sample used for fisures 5 and 6o The precision again is not high 

enough for resolutiono 

Absorption data for short-lived activity was obtained with both 

argon - and xenon-filled Geiger tubeso During the decay two complete 

sets of beryllirun absorption points were measured with the xenon 

counter over the ranse 0 - 1.5 gm/c~2 • Tho short-lived activity 

measured through each absorber was determined in the usual manner by 

determining the decay slope of the lon0-lived activity and making the 

appropriate subtractions. In attempts to correct all absorption 

points for decay to an arbitrarily chosen mid-point, it was found that 

the assumption of a single short-lived activity did not fit the data. 

Figure 8 shows the two sots of beryllium absor)tion points after 

subtraction of long-lived activity. The decay measured with no 

absorber, 12.6, and 42.6 mg/cm2 is more rapid than that with heavier 

absorbers. The data may be fitted by the assumption of tvro electron

capturing, short-lived activities with somewhat different particulate 

radiations. The shorter-liyed evidently has a larger number of de-

tectable conversion electrons, Resolution of correct absorption 

points from these data is therefore entirely dependent on accurate 
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knowledge of the hal f-li vo s and ro la t i ve abundance of the two acti vi-

tiese From two decay points for a mixture of two activities of known 

half-lives, one may of course calculate the separate counting rates 

for each activity, but the precision of the data and the accuracies 

of the half-lives do not justify the calculations. On the assumption 

that the short-lived activity was essentially dead, the absorption 

points read from the lines in fig. 8 at one hour on tho time scale 

were taken to te close approxi·na tions to tho so foi' Np233 and o.re plot

ted in fig. 9. 

Beryllium absorpt1on measured with an argon Geiger tube was less 

adequate because of the lower counting rates. Figure 10 shows these 

points after subtraction of long-lived activity. Only four of the 

absorber points were repeated. The slopes of tho others havo simply 

been drawn in from comparisons with the xonon data and tho other 

argon slopes. The counting' rates at one hour on the time scale were 

again taken as approximations to those for Np233and are plotted in 

figure 9. The argon and xenon data, taken on different aliquots, 

were normalized to the same neptunium content. 

A number of aluminum and lead absorption points were taken with 

1.5 gm/cm2 of beryllium next to the window of tho xenon tube but only 

two of the al umi m1.m points v.re re rope a ted. The so two ?-lumini..un points 

and tho lead absorptions of fic;ures 7 and 8 were used as approx:lma te 

guides for correction to a roferenne time corresponding to 30 minutes 

on tho time scale. Since tho shorter-lived activity contributes 

most of the harder electromagnetic racl.iation and sufficient data was 

not obtained to show the extent of contribution at oach absorber, the 
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lead and aluminum points in figure 11 are upper limits for tho Np233 

radiation. All the aluminum points and the lead points out to 200 

mg/cm2~ however, should be close approximationso Fig. 12 gives the 

aluminum and lead absorption cor~ectod to the same time with an argon 

counter. Tho counting efficiency of the L x-rays is, larger by. a fac-

tor of ~· 5.0 and that of the K x-rays plus gamma rays is larger by 

a factor of~· 2.5 in the xenon tuboa 

The qualitative absorption characteristics of the radiations are 

little affected by the uncertainties in half-lives and abundance. 

From the well-established fact that such el0ctromagnotic radiations 

cause ionization much more abundantly in xenon than in argon and honoo 

are counted more efficiently1 it is evident that the absorption data 

reveal the x-radiation characteristic of isotopes decaying by electron 

capture. Comparison of the argon and xenon beryllium curves (fig.9) 

shows soft electrons (maximum energy 300 kev) which arc absorbed by 

100 mg/cm2 of b0ryllium. The apparent component of 2 gm/cm2 beryl-

lium half-thickness is a composite of tho K and L x-rays plus more 

energetic electrom80notic radiation. The composite electromagnetic 

radiation counted more efficiently in the xenon tube by a factor of 

five. Th0 deviations of the points are attributable mainly to vary

ing degrees of purity of the beryllium (cf. section' VI). The .alumi._ 

num and lead points prove the electromagnetic nature of the radia-

tions and indicate roughly the range and relative abundance of 

energies (10 - 20 kev for L x-rays and 100 - 120 kev forK x-rays 

.from urani urn). From all evidence, including that discussed in tho 

232 f h lf lif f Np233 ~s 35 section on Np , tho best choice or the a - o o ~ 

minutes o 
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Tho absence of Np2 31 alpha particles in the pure neptunium frac-

tion from tho low energy deuteron bombardment permitted a sensitive 

detection of other short-lived neptunium alpha activity. Figure 13 

is a series of throe of tho al~ha pulse analyses. A small short-lived 

peak at 5.55 Mev was present with a possible still smaller peak 

from an activity of shorter half-life at ~· 5.8 Mev. The decay of 

the 5.55 Mev peak was followed by sumraing the counting rates recorded 

ovor tho channel range 13-20. The decay of counts/minute recorded 

on these channels is given in fiJure 14. Subtraction of background 

yielded a half-lifo of ca. 35 minutes. No other short-lived alpha 

activity of this energy is known, so, together with tho corrospon-

donee in half-lifo with tho Geiger radiations, the alpha pm~ticles 

are assigned to Np233. The ratio of alpha disintegrations/minute 

to Geiger counts/minute (argon tube, 1.5 gm/cm2 Be absorber as in 

fig. 5) for Np2 33 was 1.8 ( 10-2) • By making ass um~)t ions dis cussed 

in the section on yields as to counting efficiency and dc.cay s chome 

the half-life of Np233 for alpha particle omission is calculated to 

be ca. 3 yo ar s • 

III. The ~sotope Np232. 

A. Production, half-lifo, and radiations. 

Tho data discussed in the previous section indicated strongly 

that the radiations of Np 232 had boon detected. A bettor ratio of 

Np232 to Np2 33 was sought by omitting some of the chemical purifi

cation in another short bombardment of u233 in the 60-inch cyclotron 

at slightly higher energy (17 Mev). Tho first count of tho neptunium 
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fraction was taken 45 minutes after cyclotron slh.utdown. 'rho x-ray 

activity was accentuated by following decay with a xenon Geiger tube 

through 1.5 gm/cm2 of beryllium and 1.5 gm/cm2 beryllium plus 

155 mg/cm2 of l~ad(figuros 15 and 16). The x-ray decay can be resol-

ved only on the basis of two short-lived activities and the half-

lifo values 35 minutes and 13 minutes seem to give the best fit to 

the data. 

The decay of hard electromagnetic radiation was followed with a 
['-"_/';) 2 2 

xenon tube. using alternate ~bors, 1 gm/cm and 11 gm/cm of 

lead, in tho top shelf. Nost of this gamma racUation (fig. 17) seems 

to be associated with tho 13 minute activity although an unequivocal 

resolution of tho data was not possible. The difference in counting 

rate between the two absorbers places the average gamma energy at 

QQ..• 0.6 Nev. 

Tho neptunium fraction isolated from this bombardment was not 

entirely pure. The gross decay with n6 absorber was followed with an 

argon counter to measure tho amount of electron activity. After the 

decay of the short-lived neptunium isotopes, about five hours after 

the end of the bombardment, beryllium absorption counts showed the 

presence of hard beta activity, not attributable to neptunium. This 

conte.mination could not be identified but tho gross decay indicated 

a half-lifo of the order of five - six hours. Superimposition of the 

decay of this unknown contamination on the already complicated decay 

of the mixture of Np233 , Np234 , Np238, and Np239 yields an unresolv-

able curve, although it appeared that the electron to x-ray ratio 

for tho 14 minute activity was greater than that for Np2 33, perhaps 

by a factor of two. 
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The alpha particles from Np232 wcro not detected in thiE bombard-

mont. ·Pulse analysis showed that tho neptunium fraction was contami

nated with Th228 and daughters to an extent which would obscure any 

Np232 alpha activity. The very small peak soon in the precedine bom

bardment is the only evidence for Np232 alpha particles. 

With new bombardment apparatug now in design, it should be 

Np
232 

possible to produce enough to measure the alpha particles ac-

curately and to identify the daushter by electron capture, u232. 

V. Qhemic21-.. Methods 

A. General 

The chemical properties of neptunium are not discussed here. 

All the information available at the time of this research may be 

found in the Plutonium Project Record and in the references given 

.~ in the Introduction. Tho essential need in this research was for a 

neptunium isolation process much more rapid than any dovisedbithorto, 

since tho objective was the discovery of isotopes believed to bo 

short-lived. This need was fulfilled by modification of the mechanics 

of previously known processes rather than by discovery of any 

fundamentally new process. The most rapid isolations from tho targo~ 

required only fo-rty··. iva minutes, but serious sacrifices in purity 

resulted. The methods to be described required on the averace from 

an hour to an hour and a half. For short-lived studies of neptunium 

the need still remains for very rapid, efficient processes and as 

fundamental physical and chemical studios of tho o).omont progress 
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thosE: processes will undoubtedly be dovclopec'.. Only tho general 

outlines of tho methods will be given since tho details varied with 

tho bombardment. Conditions, such as c oncen trat ions, vroro in general 

not critico.l. 

B. Targets. 

The targets in every case were uranium. Ono of the most time 

consuming stops was tho dissolution of the target material. Np231 

was first found in bombardments of natural uranium metal.. The metal 

strip, 10-20 mil thick and 0.5-1 gram in weight usually, was clrnnped 

edgewise to tho deuteron beam for maximUm beam exposure. Dissolution 

of tho metal in the desired time, not more than ton minutes, was dif-

ficult. Hot, strong nitric acid required 20-30 minutes to dissolve 

a gram of 20 mil metal. Much thinner metal, not available, would 

.> probably dissolve rapidly enough. A new method, used to some extent, 

was to drop the metal strip into a molten bath at about 600° c. of 

sodium and potassium nitrates in a Pyrex tube. The metal and melt 

react completely in a few seconds. After two or three minutes cool-

ing the solidified mass can be dissolved in dilute acid. Precipi-

tation of LaF
3 

from these soluti~ns, however, often produced pre

cipitates· of material corroded fT' om the Pyrex tube .. 

The best solvent for uranium metal targets was hot 10 M hydro

chloric acid containing a trace of Fe(III)~ The resulting U(IV) 

solution was oxidized to U(VI) with an excess of liquid bromine. 

The targets for the bombardments of u2 35 in the 184-inch cyclo-

tron were uo
2 

sealeo in thin-walled Pyrex tubes. After bombardment 

the tube was dropped into a centrifuge tube containing solvent and 
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crushed with a glass rod. Hot 8 M nitric acid with a trace of 

Fe(III) was a rapid solvgnt for the uranium oxide.. A known amount 

of Np237 tracE?r was alY'ays added to the tare;et solvent for later 

measurement of the chemical yield. The 45 Mev bombardments of u238 

and u233 were also on waterial held in Pyrex tubes. The u238 was 

bombarded as uo2 and bl'J.e u233 as the dried precipitate from a uranyl 

nitrate solution made B.lkaline with NH3 • 

The bombardments of u233 in the 60-inch cyclotron were on uo3 

prepared by drying uranyl nitrate solution in platinum interceptor 

boats. 

c. Neptunium separations. 

Neptunium was isolated fran all other radioactive species by 

well-known co-precipitation and solvent extraction techniques.. The 

procedures may be classified and outlined as follows: 

le Lanthanum flouride. 

a. Precipitation of a few mg. of l1n0 2 from the uranyl nitrate 

solution, diluted to ltl HN0 3 , by adding KMn0 4 solution 

followed by enough NaN0 2 solution to reduce all premanganate. 

The KMn0 4 ensured that all uranium was U(VI) and the Mn0 2 

was an effective decontaminant, particularly for protactin-

ium, always formed in larse yield. 

b. Precipitation of LaF 3 with HF, carrying neptunium. Nitrite 

reduces Np(VI) to Np(V). On addition of HF, Np is carried 

by LaF 3 • Whether the Np(V) is carried or whether Np(V) 

first reduces to Np(IV) which then is coprecipitated with 

the LaF 3 is not known. The uranium remains in the superna-

tant solution. 
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c. Metathesis of the LaF 3 to La(OH) 3 with strong NaOH or KOH 

by he a ti ng and st i rri ng • 

d. Bromate oxidation cycle. The La(CH) 3 is dissolved in HN0 3 

and diluted with H2 S04 to 13i ve a sol uti on about 1 I1 H2 S04 , 

1 I1 HN0 3 • NaBr0 3 solution is added to about 0.1 tl and 

and LaF 3 precipitated from 0.1 !1 HF'. The solution is di

luted by a factor of five with the addition of e~;;cess 302 

solution to reduce all bromate to bromide. Nore La(III) 

is added and precipitated as LaF 3 carrying the neptunium 

from l-3 M HF. 

2. Ether extraction 

a. The LaF 3 is dissolved by comple::dng fluoride with hot, 

saturated Al(N0 3 ) 31 the solution is diluted to 1M IThT0 3 

and 0.1 tl lTaBr0 3 and heated 2-3 minutes to oxidize the 

neptuniumo 

b. Solid NH 4 N0 3 is added to 10 molar and the neptunium extrac

ted from the solution with twice its volume of ether.(The 

ether used for this extraction must be free from reducing 

impurities, e.g.alcohols and aldehydes. Effective purifica-

tion is attained by treatment with K2 Cr 2 0 7 -lf:1 H2 S0 4 solu

tion). 

c. The ether extract of neptunium is washed once with 10 !1 

NH4 N0 3 solution, and may then be poured or pipetted onto 

plat :J.num counting plates. 

This procedure, which could be carried out w'.Lthin an hour, yielded 

.. a neptunium fraction pure with respect to alpha activity and usually 

sufficiently pure for Geiger measurements. As confirmation of the .. 
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purity it was customary to put the neptunium through a thenoyl tri

fluoroacetone (TTA) extraction. 

3o Thenoyl trifluoroacetone(TTA) 

a. The neptunium is extracted from its ether solution into 

water containing a little NaN0 2 and La(III) which is pre

cipitated as La(OH) 6 carrying the neptunium to separate 

from ni tx•ate. 

b. The La(OH) 6 is dissolved in 5 ll HCl, 0.1 tl KI,and 0.05 M 

N2 H4 "2HCl solution, followed by heating 1~2 minutes at 90° 

c. 

c. The solution is diluted to 0.5 tl HCl and heated for a 

minute again to reduce free iodine. Th5.s reduction treat-

ment produces Np( IV) which may be che lated and extracted by 

a benzene solution of thenyl trifluoroacetone. 

d. The 0 .. 5 !1 HCl solution of Np(IV) is agitated 20-30 minutes 

with a 0.3 M solution of TTA in benzene. The benzene 

solution is placed on platinum counting plates and dried. 

The neptunium chelate is volatile and a large percentace is lost if 

the benzene solution is simply dried and heated strongly. It was 

found that a small amount of trichloroacetic,acid placed on the 

plate before ao.ding the benzene solution effectively prevented vola

tilization of the neptunium during drying and ignition. Inclusion 

of the TTA extraction requires an acldi,t ional forty-five minutes. 

4. Zirconium phosphate 

Zirconium phos~)hate may be used as a ca:rrier for Np(IV) 

in a procedure analogous in principle to the lanthanum fluo-
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"'ide m.,t~oct. 15 • 16 mr- t t - t d f tl 1J233o ... "' P .... ;e ar,;:;;e so1.ven use . or 1e 3 
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was 6 M HN03 , 10- ! Ce(IV), 0.02 M Zr(IV) with a~ded Np~ 0 ' 

tracer. 

a. The tor(;-: t solution is made 0. 02 M in ~~o nro3 and Lea ted one 

minute to oxidize n'eptunium. n3 Po4 is added to 0.0 M and 

the solution is heated a minute to coagulate the zr3 (P04)4 

precipitate, whlch does not carry tr;e Np{ VI). 

b. Tl~ supernatant solution containing Np(VI) is reduced with 

in N2l14"H2S04 and 0.005 Min Fe(II) to reduce neptunium to 

HP(IV). 'l,h1.s reduction is instantaneous. 

c. Zr(IV) is added to 0.01 M with heating and stirrinc;. Zr3 

(P04) 4 precipitates carrying Np(IV). The precipitate is 

d. 

f 
a~sorted activities remain in th~ supernatant solution. 

Conver$1on to LaF~. ·About 0.1 mg Ls{III} 1n solutiDn is 

slurried with the zr3 (P04 }4 and the zirconium dissolved by 

comple.xlng in a 1M HF, 1!, HN03 solution\ A precipitate 

of LaF 3 remains, bearing the neptunium. 'frJe LaF3 is 

washed wl tt1 0 o 1 M HF and may then be ple. ted or us ~d for 

further purification, as in the ether extraction (procedure 

2 above}. 

5·. Resin column. 

A nowox 50 res in colu.~n eeparB tlon of tr'nce amount.s of neptun

inm from uraniu.r1 and plutonium !l.BS bee1\ usect. 17 Np(V) is adsor~:ed. 
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on a small amount of resin from low acid solution and placed at the 

top of a resin column containing 13 M HCl. The neptunium i.s eluted 

rapidly by passing 13 ll FCl through the column. This method was 

used once to show that 35 minute Np233 followed Np237 ti'"'acer quan

titatively. Study of the data showed that only uranium and neptunium 

were present-in the activity adsorbed on the resin. A sharp separa

tion from U(VI) was made in the column with the uranium eluting 

first. The elutriant was sampled dropwise directly on platinum 

counting plates. 

VI. Radiometry. 

Samples for radioactive assay were mounted on 2 mil platinum. 

A uniform geometrical al'"';'"'angement was used for all Goigel'"' activity 

measurements. Since the principal objective of this work vvas measure-

ment of electPomagnetic radiations, no lead housing was used around 

the Geiger tube and srunple. In place of a lead housine as a shield 

against general room rac'iation, a small leaf: shield, just large 

enough to fit around the brass, bell-type Geiger tube, was used. 

The sample was supported on a flat aluminum holder in the second 

shelf of a lucite stand below the mica window of the tube. The 

sample to window distance was 2.1 em. for all measurements. This 

arranGement was used to minimize spurious countlng rates caused by 

the ecattering of primary and secondary radiations around absorbers 

as will occur from the walls of a housing. Counter backgrounds were 

about 30 counts/minute, only a little above backgrounds common for 

tubes in lead housings • The Geiger tubes were not light sensitive. 

The mica windows of all tubes used we1.,e near 3 mg/cm2 • 
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An appr>oximate value of -3 .. 5% for the absolute geometry of the 

2.1 cmo distance was obtained by countHJg the ~ particles from Pa2 34 

(UX 2 ) in equilibrium with a known weiz~t of u238 (as U0 8 ) mounted 

.between cellophane sheets. Tho Th234(UX 1 ) B particles were absorbed 

by a 30 mg/cm2 Al absorber. 

Variations and plateaus in the Geiger counters were checked 

frequently by a UX 2 standard. ~~en appreciable variation in the 

counting rate of the standard was observed, the sample counting rates 

were corrected by multiplying by the ratio, observed standard rate/ 

adopted standard rate. 

Beryllium absorbers were used extensively to determine relative 

amounts of electron and electromaJnetic radiation. The absorbers 

were placed in the top shelf of the lucite stand, giving a distance 

of 0.4 em. between the top sur·l'''ace of the absorber and the window. 

Aluminum and lead absorptions of electromagnetic radiations were mea-

sured in general with the aluminum or lead resting on the sample 

plate holder and a large beryllium absorber in the top shelf. The 

beryllium available in this laboratory is variable in purity. The 

absorbers have been calibrated for the absorption of 8 kev Cu x-rays. 

The half-thicknesses for the 8 kev radiation of the absorb~rs used 

in this research are .~iven in table 1. No attempt has been made to 

correct observed counting rates for the beryllium purity since 

extrapolated relative abundance was of primary importance. 

A number of determinations of the alpha disintegration rates of 
237 

Np and Pu236 in tho same sam)le were required for yield calcula-

tions. These rates were determlned by pulse analyzingl8 the sample 
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Beryllium AbsorbGrs 
2 

Absorber (mg/cm ) Half-thickness for 8 kev 
Cu x-rays 

12.6 500 

42.6 700 

99 610 

196 610 

402 441 

602 449 

804 449 

1483 348 

1494 630 
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to obtain the ratio of the two activities ancl by counting the _::;ross 

alpha activity in a 50% geometry ionization chamber. The ratio is 

obtained by summing the counts registered for each activity. The 

counting rate for each activity was then calculated from the pulse 

analyzer ratio and the gross activity. These rates were in general 

10-.20~; higher than the counting rate given by the pulse analyzer. 

The pulse analyzer counting rates for Np23l were similarly corrected 

by comparison of the pulse analyzer counting rate of the Np237 

tracer at about the same tinie with the counting rate determined more 

accurately later by the ratio method. 

VII. The Isotopes li£237 and Pa233 

The alpha particles of Np237 were used as tracer in all isola-

tions as a measur>e o_f chemical yield and relative amount of neptunium 

on different assay plates. The presence of Np237 and its 27-day 

daughter, Pa233, complicated the resolutions of decay curves. The 

isolation procedure of course separated Pa233 along with protactinium 

activity formed by bombardment, so the re -.Q;rovvth of Pa2 33 to equi li

brium with Np237 was superimposed on the decay of neptunium activity 

produced by bombardment. Some time was therefore spent in measuring 

the radiations of Np237 (other than alpha particles), Pa233, and tre 
, 

rate of growth of the latter, under the conditions adopted as stan-

dard (argon counter tube). 

Samples of stock Np237 were separated from Pa233 by 1'1n02 pre

cipitation and ether extraction. The Np237 activity was plated on 2 

mil platinum and counted with various absorbers. The initial rate of 

re-growth of Pa2.33 is rapid so growth c1a ta was obi:. ained and the Np237 
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counting rate determined by extrapolation back to zero time (time of 

separation}. The growth curve with no absorber was followed out to 

near equilibrium for convenient data for correcting bombardment 

samples. Figure 18 shows experimental counting rates on the basis 

of 1.92 x 104 disintegrations/minute of Np237
e The curve of counting 

r•ates, R, was calculated from the growth equ~tion 

R = (1868-178) -e- ~t + 7~43 

where equilibrium rate - 1868 counts/minute 

Np237 contribution = 178 counts/minute 

)\ = o. 02 53 day-1 

The Pa233 decay constant, 0.0253' day-1, is from Grosse, Booth, and 

Dunningo19 There seems to be a small deviation outside the experimen

tal error in determining the parameters of the growth equat.ion but 

the reason for the deviation was not determined~ 

Beryllium absorption curves, meaFn:trcd on the same sample 

(1.92 x 104 dis/min Np237 ),. for Np237 and Pa233 in equilibrium with 

937 the Np'-' are shown in figure 19. The difference between the two· 

curves gives the Pa233 contribution. A comparison of beryllium1 

237 
aluminum, and lead absorption for the Np radiations are shown in 

figure 20, on the sample basis of 1.0 x 105 dis/min Np237
o The sample 

was in the second shelf and all absorbers in the first shelf. Soft 

electrons of energy less than 150 kev are evident as well as electro

magnetic radiation of energy corresponding to K and L x-rays. There 

can be no gamma radiation of energy greater than 200 kev. If one 

assumes a counting efficiency of about 1% for the x-radiation the 

alpha/L x-ray/K x-ray ratio is ~· l/l/0~2o 
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In the course of the search for radiations from light neptunium 

isotopes, measurements of the radiations of previously known isotopes 

were obtained. From these measurements and the times and intensities 

of bombardment one may calculate atom yields and cross sections for 

formation. It was believed possible, for a time, that Np2 32 and 

Np233 might have half-lives of the order of a day or two; consequen~ 

ly the decay of neptunium Geiger racUations, particularly x-ray, was 

carefully followed for each bombardment. All radiations from ·species 

with half-lives longer than an hour could be accounted for as coming 

from known isotopes of mass number greater than 233. The x-ray 

decay of neptunium from 45-100 Mev deuteron bombardments of u235, 

for example, consisted of 22 hour and 4o4 day periods. The latter 

is Np234 and the 22 hour x-rays come from Np236 • A preliminary 

study not reported here of the radiations of Np236 (produced from 

deuterons on Np237) has yielded an approximate electron/x-ray ratio 

which is the same as the electron/x-ray ratio of the 22 hour period 

from u 235 bombardment. The expected amount of Pu
236 

alpha activity 

grew into the samples. A very small amount of ca. 2 day activity 

also appears which is Np238 • Neptunium fractions from u233 bombard

ment, contain no 22-hour x-ray period. 

Only in the 60-inch cyclotron bombardments of u233 was the abso-.. 
lute beam intensity kn0wn to any accuracyu Cross sections were cal-

culated for all the 184-inch cyclotron bombardments by assuming a 

deuteron beam of 1 microampere over a target area of 0.6 cm2 • This 
23 235 238 

area cor~"esponded roughly to that of the U' 3, U , and U targets 
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in Pyrex tubes bombs.rded with 45, 70, and 100 Mev deuterons. Com-

parison of cross sectioms for formation of the same isotope calcu~ 

lated from two different bombardments pro~ooly has no significance 

within a factor of five. Tho relative cross sections for isotopes 

from the same bombardment, however, should be calculable as nearly 

as accurately as the decay schemes, half-livesJ and counting efficien-

cies are known. The variations in relative cross sections for the 

same isotopes with bombardment energy do not depend on any assump

tions but depend only on the accuracy of counting and decay resolu-

tion. 

There are two large uncertainties in converting the experimen-

tal counting rates to numbers of atoms. They are a decay scheme 

factor (F, below) and counting efficiency(E) • The decay scheme 

factor involves the extrawnlation of counting rates with absorbers 

and the ratio of counted events at 100% geometry to disintegrations. 

We will be interested in the counting efficiency of the x-rays from 

electron capturing isotopes. The number of L x-rays associated 

with each isotope was determined approximately and it was assumed 

that one L x-ray was emitted per disintegration. 

Let c/m = counts /minute 

d/m - disintegrations/minute .,. 

A- decay constant 

G = geometry factor 

F - decay scheme factor -
E - counting efficiency -
N = number of atoms produced in bomb ard.men t 
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EN relative number of atoms produced 
F in bombardment 

= d/m 
A 

(c/m)F 
GE 

( c/m) 
GA 

Values for N , corrected for decay and bombardment times, prcduced r . 

from u233, u235, and u238 at several energies are given in tables 

2,, 3, and 4 • These values are given to permit later recalculation 

of yields as decay schemes and counting efficiencies become better 

known. All Geiger counts were made under the conditions described 

in Section vr. The counting conditions and methods for yield de-

termination for each isotope are as follows: 

Np239 Decay resolution of sample with no absorber. Np238 

contribution subtracted. 

Decay resolution of sample with 178 mg/cm2 aluminum 

absorber. Counting rate through absorber converted_ 

to rate with no absorber by factor 9.2 for subtrac

tion to get Np239 contribution and for calculation of 

Alpha pulse analysis for daughter, ~u236 . Nr values 

constant, 0.257 yr-1. 2 36 calculated from Pu decay 

Long-lived x-ray counts through 804 mg/cm2 beryllium 

absorber with xenon Geiger tubee Approximate conver-

sion to argon Geiger counting rate by fn.ctor 0.2. 
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Table 2 

Relative numbers of atoms, 

Douteron(Mev) 15 17 

N , 
r 

UCRL-316 
Pase 32 

from u233 

50 

Np234 3.2(108) - - - 2.6(107 ) 

l\Tp2 33 1.2(108 ) 1.5(106 ) 5.7(106) 

Np232 - - - 3.2 ( 106) - - -
Np231 0 0 9.1 ( 10

5
) 

Table 3 

Relative numbers of atoms, Nr' from u235 

Deuteron(Mev) 45 70 100 

Np236 7.6(109) 2.6(1010 ) 2.6(lolO) 1.6(109 ) 

Np235 3.4 ( 108) 
. 8 

8.5(10 ) 5 ( 108 ) 3 (107) 

Np234 3.3(108) 7.9(108 ) 9.7(108 ) - - -
Np233 9.9(107) - - - - - - 1.5(107) 

Np23l 5.3(106) 2.0(107) 2.6(107 ) 1.9(106 ) 

Table 4 
Relative numbers of atoms, N , from u238 

r 

Deuteron(Mev) 45 120 
Np239 8.7(1010 ) - - -
Np238 2.2(1010 ) - - -
Np236 1.8(101°) 1o5(1011 ) 

Np235 1o7(108 ) 1.7(109 ) 

Np234 3.4(108) - - -
Np233 1.4(107 ) - - -
Np231 - - - 2.9(106 ) 
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Np234 Decay resolution with 804 mg/cm2 beryllium absorber. 

F value estimated from unreported absorption data 

(this research) • 

Np233 Decay resolution with various beryllium absorbers. 

Nr values in tables 3, 4, and 5 on basis of 804 

mg/cm2 beryllium absorber. 

Np232 Same as Np233. F value assumed to be same as for 

Np233. 

Np231 Alpha pulse analysis. Upper limits for the cross 

section are calculated on assumption that electron 

capture/alpha emission ratio is 100. 

The calculation of actual atom yields requires, particularly in the 

cases of electron capture, assumption of highly uncertain decay 

.r scheme factors and counting efficiencies. The assumed or known 

parameters are given in table G. Cross sections may now be calculated 

from the equation 

(} = N/niT ( lo-24) 

where c- - cross section in barns ( lo-24 cm2/deuteron) -
N = number of transmuted atoms 

n - number of tare;et atoms -
It = total number of deuterons through 1 cm2 

of targe.t are a. 

Tables 6, 7, and Ul list the cross section values derj_ ved from the Nr 

values, assumed parameters, target weights, and beam flux. 

The large uncertainty factor in absolute beam, It, is apparent 

from the duplicate bombardments of u235 at 100 Mev. Np233 was not 



Isotope ~ 

Np239 0.297 cl ay-1 

Np238 0.347 day -1 

Pu236 0.257 -1 yr 
235 -1 Np 0.582 yr 

Np234 0.158 yr-1 

Np233 -1 
0.0210 min 

Np232 0.0495 min- 1 

Np231 0.0139 min -1 

J' 

. 
' 

Table 5 

Conversion Factors 

G F 

0.085 0.74 

0.085 1.7 

0.52 1.0 

Oo085 ls4 

0.085 0.7 

0.085 1.0 

0.085 1.0 

0.52 100. 
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E 

l 

1 

l 

0.02 

0.02 

0 .. 02 

0.02 

1 

Ref. 

(20) 

(21) 

(10) 

( 10) 
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u233 Cross Sections (barns) 

15 17 50 Deuteron(Mev) 

Np234 3.4(lo-3) - - - 5-6(10-3 (?) 

Np233 

Np232 

1.8(10-3 ) 1.8 ( 10-3 ) 1.9(10-3 ) 

- - - 3.8(10-3 ) - - -
Np23l 0 0 < 6.2 ( 10-4 ) 

Table 7 
u 235 Cross Sections (barns) 

Deuterons (l·Iev) 45 70 100 100 

Np236 1.6(10-3 ) 
. -3 

1.8(10 ) 1.5(10-3 ) 4.5(1o-4) 

Np235 4.9(10-3 ) 4.0(10-3 ) 2.1(10-3 ) 5.9 ( 10-4 ) 

Np234 2.4(10-3 ) 1.9(10-3 ) 2.0(10-3) - - -
Np233 1. 0( 10-3 ) - - - - - - 2.1(1o-4) 

Np23l ..:::1.1(10-4 ) <1.4(10-4 ) <1.5(10-4 ) <5.3(lo-5) 

Table 8 

u238 Cross Sections (barns) 

Deuterons(Mev) 45 120 

Np239 1.0(10-2 ) - - -
• 238 

5.9(10-3 ) Np - - -
Np236 2.8(10-3) 6.0(10-3 ) 

Np235 1a9(lo-3 ) 4 .8(10-3) 

Np234 1.9(1o-3) - - -
Np233 < ( 10-4) - - -
Np231 - - - < l 0 2 ( l 0 -· 5 ) 
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obs0rved in the 45 Mev bombardment of u 238 , the table value is the 

limit of detection. '"'31 NpG was observed for all table entries: the 

limit values arise from the unknown decay by 0l0ctron 

explained previously. The formation cross section of 

significance since a large but unknown fraction of the 

from decay of u239. 

capture, as 
239 

Np has little 

Np239 came 

The fission reaction is predominant in the bombardment of uranium 

with lngh energy particleso The cross sections for formation of . 

neptunium isotopes by (d,n), (d,2n), (d,3n}, and (d,4n) reactions an 

uranium with 15 - 20 Me.v deuterons we!:'o found in the -earl.ier work to 

be small, of the order of 0.01 ~arn, compared to larger values for 

tho same n3actions on non-n.ssioning nuclei. Tho problem of producing 

lighter neptunium isotopes also :r•aised the question as to wh0thor the 

yields of ( cL xn) reactions might be rec'.uced by incr•e ased fission and 

other competing reactions induced by the gr•oa tel" oxci tation required 

to knock out more neutrons. At the higher onercies used here, other 

react ions such as the (d, axn), ( d, 2axn), anc~ ( d, pxn) have been 

observed. 

The data ff1ow that x may be at least as large as nine in the 

(d,xn) reaction on u 238 with sufficient bombarding energy. The 

(d,5n) and (d,6n) reactions on u· 235 have thresholds between 20 and 

45 Mev and the (d,7n) has a threshold greater than 45 Mev. 

Despite lack of absolute beam data, a hypothetical discussion 

of the yield varlations seems justifiedo Tho (d,n) reaction yield 

remains prominent even at 100 Mev. This reaction is interesting in 

that a proton mass must be captm"ed. One might guess that a 100 Mev 
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deuteron would produce a compound nucleus much too e:>:ei ted to yield 

any (d,n) product, yet the yield is probably not down even by a fac-

tor of t·en from that with 15 Mev deuterons. At least two mechanisms 

are at hand to account for the sustained yieldo A stripping 

mechanism for high energy deuteron reactions has been proposed by 

Sorber whereby the neutron-proton bond of the deuteron is brol{en 

without compound nucleus formation.2 2 From a quantum mechanical model 

Serber calculates a wide spread in distribution of energy for the 

neutrons emerging from the collision. By conservation of enorgy the 

protons must have a sim~lar distribution and one may postulate proton 

capture with small excitation. Peaslee h2s concluded that the strip

ping mechanism accounts for the major portion of the (d,n) cross 
' . 23 

section at all enorg~eso 

As a second ~echanism one may retain tho compound nucleus model 

and postulate that tho hi[:;hly excited (d,n) product may still dissi-

pate its energy entirely by ::.;amma omission with a probability com

parable to that for lower excitation. The sustained (d,n) yields, 

howevei', seem more probably to be evidence in favor of the stripping 

mechanism. 

The relative yields of different isotopes for reactions which 

are energetically possible are remarkably similar, althouGh a ten-

dcncy to form the lighter isotoDes in relatively greater yield with 

increasing energy seems clear. A consideration of the cross sections 

suggests that tho total eros s section for formation of neptunium 

isotopes does not change greatly over the energy ranse investigated 

(15-100 Mev); i.e., at 8nergies well above the potential barrier to 

h penetration of the nucleus by tho proton. It would follow, therefore, 
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that increased excitation does not greatly increase fission and com

peting reactions ai tho expense of (d,xn) reaction yields. This con-

elusion with regard to fission would perhaps be predicted from theory 

since only a small excitation energy is required in seneral to raise 

a heavy element above the fission energy barrier. Increased exci-

tation above that necessary to cross the barrier need not markedly 

increase the fission rate, particularly relative to the rates for dis

sipation of energy by neutron and gamma emission. Tho latter two 

processes are lmown to be very l:"apid and increase in rate v!lith energy. 

The greatly increased (d,axn) as well as other spallation type 

reactions, however, might be expected on first consideration to 

roduco the neptunium yields by large factors, but experimentally it is 

observed that they do not. 

A sequence of events following the capture of a deuteron may now 

be postulated. The sequence is divided into a preliminary period 

of rapid events followed by a period of slower events. In tho pre-

liminary p~Jriod following ·cc{:Jture of a relatively lov1 energy 

deuteron (15 Mev) or proton from the deuteron in the stripping mochan-

ism omission of one or more neutrons up to tho maximum energetically 

possible occurs. For hi3her energy deuterons(lOO Mev) charged 

Darticle omission competes fa.vo11 ably with neutl"on and .:;amma emission. 
237 

The compound nucleus(Np )11!. , for example, may dissipate energy 

in the preliminary period throuch tho following schematic reactions, 

where subscripts indicate decreasing degree of excitation: 
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(Np237)* ~ (Np236r~ + n 

(Np236): ~ (Np236): + 't 

or (Np236)~ ~ ( Pa232) "' + a 

936 "' ---7- (Np235); or (Np~ )~ + n 

(Np235): --? (Np235): + 'l 

or (Np235}: --7 (Np234)"' + n etc. 

The ond of the pre lim:!. nary, fast period is reached when the neutron 

and gamma omission Pates become comparable to the fission rate, and 

the ~harged particle emission rate becomes negligible; i.e., the 

nuclei are still above the fission threshold. Further neutron emis-

sion may avon be impossible. Most of the still excited nuclei fission 

and only those wh:'i.ch successfully negotiate a cascade of camma rays 

to the ground state survive as light neptunium isotopes. From this 

simple picture one would. predict that fission products would bo 

found from a wide ranse of fissioning nuclei, Np~ 

An explanation for the failure of other spallation reactions to 

reduce tho neptunium yields by large factors may be derived from 

this kinetic picture. The spallation react~ons with charged particle 

emission occur only from tho highest levels of e :x.citation and hence 

essentially at tho expense of tho fission reaction. Tho total 

spallation cross section at 100 Mov amounts perhaps to tho order of 

10% of tho total cross section tho remaining 90% being mainly the 

fission cross section. The total cross sc3ction for formation of nep-· 

tunium isotopes is about 1% of the total reaction cross section. The 

occurrence of othor spallation reactions moans that, instead of 100 
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highly excited atoms each with a probability of 0.01 of settling 

down through neutron and camma emission to tho ground state of a nop-

tunium nucleus, there are 90 highly excited atoms with about tho sane 

probability of going to neptunium isotopes. Tho gross neptunium 

yield, therefore, is not greatly effected, and tho net effect of 

increased energy on neptunium yields is just to increase yields of the 

isotopes with lovJor mas:s: numbers at the expense of the yields of the 

isotopes of hi.;ho r mass numbers. 

Tho relative cross sections further indicate that the very li§Pt 

noptuniums can not bo produced with yields comparable to those for 

tho hoavior isotopes. Goeckerman and Stroot have observed significant 

effects attributable to tho Bohr-Wheeler fission parCJnotor, z2 /A, on 

tho fission of bismuth25 and elements of high z. 26 Tho rapid decrease 

~- in yield of tho light neptunium isotopes may thus bo attributable to 

increased fission of those isotopes relative to the heavier ones. 

The near constancy in total neptunium yield begins to break down 

when the excitation energy is sutficiont to produce a large prepor-

tion of excited light nuclei. 
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